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Important Notice to Customers 

Sep. 21, 2013 

 

 

To: SSCP USA (Luvantix) customers 

Re: Notice of important changes on our trade name, product codes and mailing address. 

 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation for your business.  
 

We wanted to notify you of a few changes we have made. First, we are in the process of 

reverting back our trade name to our original name, “Luvantix,” from the current “SSCP USA.” 

During the transitional period, we will use “Luvantix,” “Luvantix SSCP,” “Luvantix SSCP 

USA,” and “SSCP USA” interchangeably. Second, our mailing address has been changed to “22 

Quail Run, Warren, NJ 07059 USA,” which is our registered HQ address. You may start using 

our new trade name and address effective immediately. Third, we added the letter “L” to our 

product codes for all products sold under “Luvantix” name for internal purposes only. The letter 

“L” merely stands for Luvantix. 
 

The following will stay the same: our email system (including email addresses), fax numbers, 

and phone numbers, and the products themselves. Please further note that only the product codes 

have changed. Nothing else about our products has changed; that is, for example, PC 370 AP is 

in no way a different product than PC 370L AP. The manufacturing process remains identical, 

i.e., we use the same raw materials from the same vendors, the same manufacturing equipment, 

the same QC tests and protocols, etc., with the exact same specifications, so rest assured that 

when you order from us you will be receiving the same great products and service and support as 

you always have.  
 

Should you have any further questions in this matter, please feel free to contact me any time. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

  

 

 

Suk-Youn Suh, Ph.D 

CEO, Luvantix SSCP 

22 Quail Run, Warren, NJ 07059 
Office: 732-271-0350  
Mobile: 732-331-7077 
Fax: 732-348-9496            
E-Mail: sysuh@sscpusa.com 
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